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T h e  W h i T e  R oad
On the Borderline between Reality and Role-Playing

You are standing in the supermarket, trying to figure out how much money you 
can use on beer and how much to leave for food. The calculus is difficult since you 
have been drinking for 20 hours straight. Your focus is suddenly lost when your 
drunken friend drops a big glass of curry sauce and it breaks on the floor, leaving 
sticky sauce all over. You look at your friend frowning: “Lets get out of here! If they 
figure out it is us, they will not let us buy the beers!”
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The game begun as the players woke up in hangover. This afterburner method highlighted the whole experience, as the characters were 
sipping beer all the time. (Diegetic, The Road Knights)By the time we meet for dinner 

and debriefing, I have a cold 
sweat, and my hands are 
shaking uncontrollably… but it 
stops when I drink my beer!

❮ The beautiful Danish countryside served a photorealistic background for the larp. (Diegetic, The Road Knights)

The White Road was a collectively organized pervasive larp 
where the participants played landevejsriddere, Road Knights, 
members of a romanticized Danish drifter culture. The six 
designer-participants lived a weekend as drunken hobos on the 
open road, interacting with bystanders oblivious to the fact they 
were part of a larp. 

The story was simple but compelling: The hobos were taking 
the ashes of their recently deceased friend for the last journey. 
Even after his death this nameless person was a symbol of hope 
and enlightenment to the characters, with different but special 
relationship with each character: He was a guide, a father figure, 
a lover and a friend. His cremated remains were carried in an 
old milk bucket, and were scattered to the sea at the end of the 
journey. The point of the larp was to explore the carefree world 
of the Road Knights, to play characters that had hit rock bot-
tom and only recently had begun the process of rebuilding their 
existence.

Preparing the Walk
The project was initiated by Lars Munck, who shared his con-
cept with the group. While most larps are designed by a group 
of organizers, The White Road was created in a collective fashion 
at meetings with all players present. The purpose was to break 
the traditional hierarchic structure of the larp-scene, and instead 
give the creative power back to the players. 

In order to simulate real world relationships and real memo-
ries, no game fiction was written down: What the player remem-
bered was what the character remembered, just as in real life 
people can have conflicting memories of the same events and 
experiences. This made the characters and the narrative more 
natural. The pre-production took only 15-20 hours, as all the 
time-consuming tasks of larp organizing were minimized. The 
players only needed to concern themselves with character rela-
tionships and concise backgrounds. In addition, costumes and 

Kristin Hammerås (left) as herself, conducting ethnography and 
making a documentary on the real landevejsriddere, summer 
2007. (Non-larp, unknown)

iconic props such as the baby carriages had to be obtained.
The White Road was about moving larping closer to real-

ity, trying to reach a purity of human interaction. The initial 
thoughts circled around exploring the everyday stories and 
roles of the real world – especially those of the Road Knights. 

The Road Knights follow a strict code: They do not get any gov-
ernmental wellfare, do drugs, steal or beg for money, and to be initi-
ated you have to sleep outside for a full year. Especially to the older 
generation of Danes they represent a simpler, romantic rural time, 
when people helped each other. This positive attitude extended to 
the players portraying Road Nights when they interact with ”real 
world people“, namely through a credo of positive play.

In particular the Road Knights’ use of roles and alternative 
identity, was interesting to explore as a larper, as it lies very 
closely to what larpers do when entering a game world. To many 
people, life and identity is a seemingly fixed frame, which you 
either choose actively, or are given. But Road Knights are a fas-
cinating group, in the sense that they oppose the given role as “a 
homeless”. They de-victimize themselves by re-inventing their 
role in society, playing on a familiar and respected vagabond 
archetype.

The important difference between larpers and Road Knights 
is that to the Road Knights this is no longer a game, but a serious 



Farewell to the friend in the end of the road as his dust is scattered to the 
sea. (Diegetic, The Road Knights)

Washing the sweat and dust off after the funeral. In the Nordic countries, skinny dipping is not as transgressive as in some parts of the 
world. (Diegetic, The Road Knights)



L u m i n e s c e n c e
abstractions of bodily experience in 800 kilos of flour
Juhana Pettersson

You are in your underwear in a tene-
ment basement, waiting to enter the game 
area. If you are a man, you are dressed 
in boxer shorts or briefs. If a woman, then 
panties and a bra. They might not be 
white yet, but they soon will be. The floor 
of the game space of two rooms is cov-
ered in 10 cm of flour. There is a total 
of 800 kg of white powder best experi-
enced barefooted on your naked body.
You are dying of cancer, and now in 
 therapy to accept the reality of death.

Luminescence was an abstract, physical game about the inevi-
tability of death. Its central tool was flour, acting as a tool the 
players could use to express themselves, or simply enjoy how it 
felt on bare skin. It was a symbolic, experimental game made 
to exemplify the physical, non-narrative elements of larp. When 
Luminescence was made, role-playing games were struggling 
to be recognized in both the Finnish mainstream media and 
among cultural elites. It was created to be an art larp that could 
be used as an example of the potential inherent in the medium.

Moonscape
Visually, Luminescence evoked something alien to human expe-
rience. When a player walks in the flour, it stirs up like the dust 
on the surface of an alien planet. When everyone is still, it set-
tles down slowly. When there’s activity, it spirals and moves in 
the green light illuminating the game. The flour feels sensual and 
abstract on naked skin. It is impossibly smooth and pleasant. It 
invites the player to experience it with the whole body.

A number of players reacted to the abstraction of the 
environment:

The main realization was how abstract the setting was, with the 
flour, the half-naked people, the lighting, the weird soundtrack, and 
how this invited to play abstract scenes. This was before the era of 
abstract larping, at least to me, so it was a new and liberating experi-
ence to grab hold of the abstract and play it out. I don’t think I did it to 
the extent that I would have wanted, but I did some at least, and a lot 
of people really went ahead with the abstract, and it was very enjoy-
able. People still kept to the theme of the game, but played out meta-
phors and feelings surrounding the story rather than the actual “meet-
ing people in some odd cancer treatment including flour”.

inside:outside, the pioneer of abstract, art festival style Nor-
dic larp, was also the single most important influence on Lumi-
nescence, showing that it was possible to stage a conceptual game. 
Luminescence is also a descendant of inside:outside in the sense that 
it brought many of the earlier ideas about scenography to a logical 
conclusion. While a typical ideal is to mirror reality as accurately as 

possible, Luminescence went into the exact opposite direction, fea-
turing physical elements that were strikingly at odds with the fiction 
of the game. Perhaps not surprisingly given the similarities, the two 
games share a co-designer, Mike Pohjola.

Another player compared the game to the big Swedish produc-
tions of the time:

Having been so involved in the rich and lush larps of the Swedish 
fantasy and historical genre, Luminescence was an inspiring contrast. 
Minimalist in its style, but very engaging in its execution. All the colours 
and scents of the forest, spaceships or urban sprawl of the common 
larp scene, were effectively reduced to a room, characters and a sceno-
graphic concept. The flour, with its direct tactile and auditory stimuli, 
really engaged me. I was able to be as immersed in this one element, 
as I might be in all the multitude of experiences in other larps. It really 
enhanced the inner journey to face and reconcile with the death that 
plagued my character.

The sound design involved abstract music by Steve Reich and 
Merzbow, as well as intentionally obscure voiceover material 
intended to provoke imaginative associations but resist active lis-
tening. All the elements of the game – music, voiceovers, harsh neon 
green light design – were built around the tactile experience of the 
flour. Physical experience has been a part of larp since the early 
adventure and combat larps. In Luminescence, the idea was to go 
back to that simplicity of experience. The difference was that while 
boffer fighting tends to be devoid of meaningful ideas, the flour was 
intended to provoke a new kind of physical experience, as discussed 
in this player comment:

If I should have any negative reflection – and this is really very 
particular – it is that the scent of the flour felt removed from the 
artistic stringency of the piece. This olfactory dimension was too 
warm, too familiar, to be a part of the text. In retrospect I think 
sand or stone dust, would have been a more convincingly abstract 
medium. But, then again, in the world of Luminescence perhaps the 
comforting recognition of the flour – reminiscent of baking with 
your mother – is part of the therapeutic method.

Open Metaphors and  
the Rule of Normality

The idea was to have the players interact freely with the flour, 
but not talk about it. There was a danger of creating a larp in 
which you only talked about the flour. To avoid that, the strange 
environment was declared normal, placed on the gray region 
between diegetic and non-diegetic. While the flour was not part 
of the fiction of the game world, it was available to the play-
ers as something they were encouraged to use as part of their 
game experience. To overcome the contradiction, the players 
were told to regard the flour as normal, something so trivial it 
would not become the topic of player interaction. The players 
were instructed to consider the flour and the green light as unre-
markable as cheap chairs and linoleum floors would have been 
to a hospital patient. This is the rule of normality.

The game was about the inevitability of death, but we did not 
want to saddle the flour with any predetermined meaning. Instead, 
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it was an intentionally open metaphor, a tool the players could use 
to express themselves within the game. We hoped that there would 
be emergent meaning for the flour within the game, given by the 
players during their creative engagement with the game. These two 
key design concepts structured Luminescence.

The theme of the inevitability of death was communicated 
through the characters and the fiction of the game. The game was 
set in a therapy session for people dying of cancer. The characters 
were short, and focused almost exclusively on things relevant to the 
theme. An example character:

A married teacher who had a loving and supportive husband, 
who told her the news of the brain cancer a long time ago. First she 
refused to believe, and eventually left her husband who kept talk-
ing about the cancer and forced her to undergo tests and treat-
ments. There’s lots of possible explanations for the continuing head-
aches. Now she has reasoned that even if she had cancer (which she 
doesn’t), it might still go away, if she doesn’t think about it. After all, 
brain waves must affect brain cancer in some manner, and thinking 
you have cancer would probably just make the cancer more power-
ful. Now it will all go away. She misses her husband, and wishes she 
hadn’t left him simply for making one small mistake.

Another rule used in the game was that the players were only 
allowed to talk to each other when they physically touched. The 
idea was to favour intimate discussion and discourage large group 
dynamics. This rule also reinforced the sensual aspect of the game.

The players were all almost naked, covered in white flour in an 
alien space. The flour feels pleasant, almost erotic on the skin. One 
player even described the scene as kinky:

The flour gave everybody’s skin a special texture. It was much eas-
ier touching people. I think we rubbed each other with flour after 
awhile. Since the flour was between yourself and the person you 
rubbed, you felt you could rub almost anywhere on the body. I think 
me and [another player] (our characters ended up as some sort of 
buddies) rubbed a few of the girls together. Felt like a ménage à trois.

Grainy Air
Luminescence is best seen in the tradition of Nordic and Finnish 
art gallery larps, productions that often seek to bridge the gap 
between larp and contemporary art. It accidentally solved one 
of the problems that plague art games: player apathy.

Larp is a participatory medium. This means that the key con-
cepts in a game have to engage the players on a creative level. This 
is a fundamental difference between larp and traditional, passive 
media. It is possible to watch a movie without understanding any of 
it, but it is not possible to participate in a game in any meaningful 
way if you do not know what you are supposed to be doing.

If a game is off-putting or scary, if it makes the players unwill-
ing to act out, if it fails to provide them with the tools to engage 
in the experience, it fails. Popular genre games are easy to engage 
with because their concepts are well known. A more unusual 
game requires something very concrete to act as the creative entry 
point to the game. This time, it was the flour. One player lists the 
possibilities:

1 – The flour as sand-like, mud-like substance used for the 

treatment of our cancer.
First, we were barefooted so we were treading in the flour. I 

remember me and [another character] were talking as if we were in 
some sort of treatment center. A bit like a sports gym, standing side 
by side on a treadmill. We were standing in one spot treading the 
flour under our feet. Later we sat down and started rubbing it onto 
our skin, as if it were some kind of healing mud.

2 – The flour as clouds of flour in the air. Grainy, bad air.
After a while the flour began to float around in the air. It was 

both visual (as the strong sidelight made the room look like it was 
wreathed in smoke) and physical, because it made us cough. The 
flour in the air reminded me of lung cancer.

3 – Making stuff, the flour like it was clay or snow.
Interactive. We had some kind of snowball warlike fight with a 

few of the boys.
One player used the flour to simulate his testicular cancer by 

stuffing it into his underpants. Another made a snow angel in the 
flour, and described afterwards how he could feel his body heat dis-
sipating from the flour while his touch destroyed the form he had 
created, a powerful reminder of mortality.

From the World of Flour
I have taken some of these ideas forward in other games. In Muo-
vikuppi (Plastic Cup, 2008), the main tool of expression was a 
ceramic coffee cup that could be bashed to the floor. In En kadu 
mitään (I Regret Nothing, 2006), there was a wide range of gim-
micks, including the use of bed sheets to simulate combat. If you 
are covered with a sheet, you are paralyzed, but a friend can pull 
the sheet off. In both larps, the players were offered something 
enjoyable and fun to do to help them be creative in a strange 
situation.

Mike Pohjola used the ideas about larp as a physical experience 
in his tabletop role-playing game Tähti (Star, 2007), also published 
as a book. In Tähti, the player characters are a girl band. The play-
ers would immerse themselves by eating sugary foods, listening to 
bubble gum pop, drinking alcoholic soft drinks and solving con-
flicts using fortune cookies. In typical tabletop fashion, the game 
was played as an abstraction, but the players were nevertheless sub-
jected to a rounded sensory experience.

It is hard to image it now, but in 2004 the idea of an art game 
was not obvious. In retrospect, Luminescence is part of a movement 
within larp to engage with traditional high culture and to assimilate 
itself into the world of art.

Perhaps unavoidably, Luminescence has also become a sym-
bol for a certain type of a wilfully strange game. After the game, the 
flour used in the production has had a strange second life in inter-
net discussions, often used as an example of the weirdness found in 
dark corners of the role-playing world. Some more traditional role-
players have used Luminescence as an example of what they do not 
want their hobby to become.

Maybe this is not a bad thing. The game was made to provide 
a new and strange experience, so perhaps it’s appropriate that the 
strangeness lives on in anecdotes and stories told by people who 
were never there.

To overcome the contradiction, the players 
were told to regard the flour as normal, 
something so trivial it would not become the 
topic of player interaction.
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of Dragonbane started a few days after an epic battle. The back 
story established that the dragontamers had already succeeded 
in killing one of the two dragon deities of Cinderhill. The magi-
cal energy released by the dragon’s death had then confused the 
memories and senses of everyone in this very magical environ-
ment. This story device integrated into the narrative the chal-
lenge of acting believably in a very complex environment, as all 
characters had to begin the game by re-exploring their world 
and relationships and re-learning even such every-day knowl-
edge as the names of their neighbours or the path to the nearest 
spring. The confusion device also conveniently made the exact 
sequence of the battle unclear, forcing players to focus on the 
event’s central meanings (the cultural misunderstanding that 
had led to the battle and the death of the dragon god) rather 
than on individual grievances, heroics or losses.

We got the best laugh when a worried father went to enquire 
about the well-being of his daughter, after having heard that she had 
cried with fear and excitement some time before. From among the 
bed sheets a laugh was heard as she exclaimed “Dad! I was role-
playing!”

The wilderness of Älvdalen provided a stunning backdrop for 
the game. The game area included a large swathe of land that had 
recently been ravaged by forest fire, with coal-black charred tree-
stumps and blood-red moss, an alien and terrifying landscape in 
which it was very easy to imagine that a dragon had just died.

Some of us boys of the village were lying around on our backs, 
smoking our pipes, when we heard a girl singing in the most beauti-
ful voice. We looked at each other, and without saying anything we 
all scampered to our feet and started running towards the sound. 
Finally we clambered up a hill and there she stood, singing some-
thing heart-breaking out over the battle-field, burned totally black 
before us.

All around the game area, weather added another level to the 
fully immersive surroundings.

My other witch-half and I decided at last to go and spy in the vil-
lage and managed to sneak through in the darkness. I crawled in 
under a house and lay directly under the floor of the temple room 
where we witches were being discussed. The rain got heavier, and 
the crawl space flooded with cold water. I was completely soaked 
and completely happy, because nothing in the situation was simu-
lated or fake. The cold, my fear of discovery, my excitement, the way 
sound carried through the floor.

But when the aim is perfection, every crack in the surface of the 
game is a potential distraction. Players felt, for instance, that the 
pyrotechnics staff in their orange safety garb, and the photogra-
phers documenting the project, discreet though they all attempted 
to be, hindered full immersion into the fiction.

Nightly sessions of singing and storytelling around campfires 
offered some of the best moments of the game. It was possible to 
forget all the off-game factors, like the photographer crouching in 
the moss who, with the clicking of their camera, succeeded at times 
to ruin the mood.

Prayers Answered
One of the design goals of Dragonbane was to dispense with 
game mechanics that require players to step out of the fiction to 
resolve questions related to clarity or safety. This poses special 
challenges when it comes to portraying magic. The magic sys-
tem basically consisted of a single hard rule: Spellcasting would 
always be marked by a formal, channelling speech act signalled 
with the code word veritas. “Veritas – you will not speak of hav-
ing seen us here until the sun rises”. Veritas-instructions were 
to be obeyed absolutely, creating in effect a kind of social magic 
within the limits of the game. The design of a personal grammar 
of magic around veritas (gestures, incantations, props), was up 
to the individual player. 

The special effects team could equip the magic users with 
scents, glow-in-the-dark potions, powders that burned with colour-
ful flames, or liquids that would dramatically change colour when 

When we bakers realized we 
had bread and cheese, but 
nothing to slice the cheese 
with, one of the village smiths 
made us a perfectly good 
cheese-slicing tool!
During the game, the collective goal of the villagers became to 

convince the stronger and better-armed dragontamers that Cinder-
hill did not need rescuing from the remaining dragon. The dragon-
tamers’ goal was to decide whether their honour code about not 
harming humans should be interpreted in support of or in oppo-
sition to the villagers’ wishes. And the witches needed to consider 
the cost and consequences of an offer from an oppressive far-away 
emperor to stop persecution of them within his realm in exchange 
for the remaining Cinderhill dragon’s magically powerful heart. On 
the last evening of the game, the remaining dragon, Red, would 
arrive in the village to make a final speech to its followers.

Living the Dream
Even though not all buildings were finished on time, and the 
players ended up confronted with some modern equipment dur-
ing the game, the world of Valenor did come alive. Fantasy real-
ism ranged from having to fetch the water from a well and heat 
it over fire to baking bread every day in the bakery. The smiths 
had a working smithy, and catching the escaping sheep was just 
as fun and difficult in the larp as it would have been on a farm.

We had a working village! When we bakers realized we had bread 
and cheese, but nothing to slice the cheese with, one of the village 
smiths made us a perfectly good cheese-slicing tool!

Special effort was placed on making the game appropri-
ate for children, and indeed many families who signed up for the 
game together felt safe enough to not always play in each other’s 
company.
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mixed together. They also timed fiction-breaking events (like a fire 
truck arriving with water) in ways that made these seem magical.

One of the most amazing moments was when the people in 
the village noticed there was no water in the well. The Adepts then 
decided to take the whole village outside Cinderhill to perform a rit-
ual to pray to the dragon to fill the well. When the villagers returned 
astonishment arose: “Our prayers have been answered!! The well is 
full again!”

The fire-breathing, talking 20-metre animatronic dragon, built 
on top of a forestry machine, had been aggressively promoted for 
years leading up to the game. On the dragon’s maiden outing a week 
before the game in Loimaa, Finland, it transpired that a fatal miscal-
culation had been made, which broke its neck, taking the hydraulic 
system with it. The organisers were able to keep the details of this 
disaster from the players and worked frantically against the clock to 
get the dragon repaired and to Sweden on time.

The arrival of the dragon in Cinderhill proved anti-climactic. Its 
legs were hiked up, drawing attention to the wheels; it had no wings 
or facial animation and it did not breathe fire. (The impressive low-
temperature fire invented by the pyrotechnicians was used else-
where in the game). Because only some of the dragon’s hidden cam-
eras were operational, players were instructed to not try to engage 

with it too closely – making it impossible for the dragontamers to 
choose to fight it. The broken neck was cocked at an awkward angle, 
giving the dragon a rather comical look, and a great effort of imagi-
nation was required for the players to assimilate this machine with 
their internal pictures of Cinderhill’s god.

But the dragon had come to the village to tell its followers that 
it was dying and that they should have to rule themselves from now 
on, and once that had happened – once Red was dead – the failed 
dragon machine immediately transformed into a very impressive 
prop. Its immobility and pained position suddenly made sense, the 
engine heat cooling through its skin in the night felt like life escap-
ing the body. The grief of the villagers around their dead deity played 
out very movingly indeed.

That Dragonbane did not deliver the dragon the players had 
been promised was to a great degree the consequence of its bro-
ken neck. As a measure of the creative miracles worked by teams 
of hugely knowledgeable and passionate young volunteers in the 
Nordic larp community it was still an enormous achievement.

Connecting Larpers
The production of Dragonbane was co-ordinated from Finland 
and the game was played in Sweden, but over 500 individuals 
from 20 different countries participated in the production. One 
example of vital international assistance is the group of Italians 
taking on the main burden of village-building  in northern Swe-
den during the first production summer. The game took four years 
to produce and the post-production (cleanup, village administra-
tion, documentation) is expected to take about as long.

As players and organisers were spread out across Europe, build-
ing a web tool for character creation was necessary. Through NEST, 
character coaches collaborated with players, creating biographies, 
dreams, ambitions and networks. The process encouraged the play-
ers to engage actively with the idea of every-day life in Valenor well 
in advance of the game, and enabled them to create relationships 
and establish common history regardless of geographical distance.

The game was organised and played primarily in English, but the 
challenge of the players’ different language backgrounds was also 
met with a beautiful game design fix: in Valenor, first language is an 
individual property, like eye colour, with which one is born. Growing 
up, children would of course also pick up other languages, so play-
ers were free to play in all languages they knew.

The largest communications challenge prior to the event was 
a question not of language but of culture: the different views in 
the participating countries on what larp can be. The game gen-
erated plenty of interesting debate even in player communities 
from which no-one ended up participating. To some, the idea of 
sleeping in character was astonishing, while others found the 
religious rituals inappropriate. In the end, the greatest contribu-
tion of Dragonbane to larp in Europe turned out to be not a re-
booting of the fantasy genre, but the insertion into the canon of 
a multi-lingual game text, built in the Nordic tradition, shared 
and learned from by players from a variety of communities.

Credits: Timo Multamäki (producer), Elge Larsson (contacts 
in Sweden), Coffe Sandberg (story), Heiko Romu (settings), 
Esa Arbelius (props), Henri Sareskivi, Sanni Turunen & Eero 
Alasalmi (dragon), Anna Nummi (costumes), Niki Bergman 
(PR & Media), Tiinaliisa Multamäki ( finance), Morgan Jarl 
& Tiina Kuustie (player materials), Janne Särkelä (sounds & 
music), Timo Leipold (boot camp), Jussi Syrjä (video), Stamp 
(NEST) and a large international team. 
Date: 27 July – 4 August 2006
Location: Älvdalen, Sweden
Length: 6 days
Players: 500 participants in the project in some way, 325 
players
Budget: €500,000
Participation fee: €145
Game mechanics: Veritas, simple magic rules. No combat 
rules.
Other material: www.dragonbane.org
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s ys T e m  dan m aR c
Political Action Larp
Peter Munthe-Kaas

Counter number one. Clearly confused about 
the process, she moves around nervously. Peo-
ple behind her start shouting. “Are you stu-
pid or something? Have you never been at a 
System office before?” She tearfully stutters 
that actually no, she just moved here today. 
A guy with a piercing laugh introduces him-
self. “I’m Stefan, I fuck the system.” His pupils 
are big and black and he constantly bites him-
self in the lip. Disregarding his looks she tells him 
how her father recently died and she can no lon-
ger afford to live in the B-Sector. Stefan offers to 
help, if she just agrees to meet with him later. 
“Don’t worry, babe. I’m going to show you around.”
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My System Danmarc was a future dystopia, based on my own 
potential. To die as the cat-lady in the hands of incompetent 
doctors, with a few crying alcoholics outside the door is a 
shadowy path, that I fear.

❮❮  A White Punk girl. (Play, Michel Winckler-Krog)
❮  It took a month for 50 volunteers to build the set. (Construction, Kim Hr. Holm)
❮  C-Sector by night. Non-players are wealthier Copenhageners who pass the undesirables without a glimpse. (Play, Prokop Suchanek)

In October 2005, 350 paying participants aged 16-42 experi-
enced a dystopian future of Denmark where the weakest citi-
zens had no part in the welfare society, no influence on the soci-
ety they lived in and were confined in special low priority zones. 
It portrayed a Class C zone in Copenhagen, reserved for the cit-
izens deemed useless for the society: A future Denmark, where 
democracy had degenerated. 

For me, the worst part of it was the acceptance, the stag-
nation and the indifference that hit all the players. Vio-
lence became something that you tried to avoid, but over-
looked. The hate was directed to other people in the same 
situation and anger got expressed to the ones closest to you. 
(player, male, post-larp evaluation)

System Danmarc was a political larp, criticizing the contem-
porary Danish society by giving the participants an experience of 
a future world with a serious democratic deficit. It was inspired 
by our personal experiences with the Danish social security sys-
tem and sought to oppose contemporary political apathy. The 

Building the System
More than 50 people worked on System Danmarc. Nine months 
of preparation, one month of production and two months of 
post-production were used to create the 52-hour larp, an 8-hour 
open house at the set, and a documentary DVD. All construc-
tion work was done by volunteers, some of whom were profes-
sional craftsmen.

All participants were expected to participate on one week-
end workshop, where they were briefed about the central con-
cepts of the larp, worked with their groups and developed char-
acters. The participants chose their groups based on play style 
overviews: For example the Hansen family had 40% intrigue, 
30% show, 30% immersion and 0% action. The main focus of the 
workshops was to define status relations in the groups, develop 
relations, using impro exercises to test game situations before-
hand and to prepare scenes for actual use in the larp.

Organizing workshops for 350 participants around the coun-
try was a massive task requiring six weekends in total. While the 

goal was to communicate the importance of democracy, par-
ticipation and to outline societal problems in an exciting fash-
ion. The organizers hoped to leverage the frustration and power-
lessness prevailing in the larp to inspire the participants to take 
action in real life. 

System Danmarc remade its chaotic and disorganized prede-
cessor System Danmarc – Det sidste vers (The Last Verse, 2001). 
The game design was oriented around violence, crime, drugs 
and so on – we called it a political action larp. Though we used 
extremes to convey the message, we also wanted the larp to 
depict everyday life – indeed, play centered on daily life instead 
of, say, revolution. The players were clearly told that the story 
was about apathy and depression, and thus no one should end 
the larp being happier than when they started. 

The game had an elaborate marketing campaign. There was 
a trailer depicting an action-packed day in a C-Sector: Clean-
ing up chemical waste, partying, getting into a fight with a rival 
gang, and using drugs and freaking out in a bathroom. We kept 
updating the Danish role-players with new artwork, design 
sketches and photos during the process. We also organized a 
pre-party, where the White Punk hangout of the larp was used 
to showcase the game. The larp was marketed as an experience 
well suited for “ordinary people”. For about 10% of the partici-
pants, mostly friends of organizers or other players, System Dan-
marc was the first larp experience. 

workshop approach had been used earlier in Nordic larps, System 
Danmarc was one of the first games to import it to Denmark. 

The C-Sector
The game was played in a container city built on a public square 
Toftegårds Plads, in a residential area in Copenhagen. It was 
only separated by a plastic-covered fence, which served to 
enforce the feeling of being outside society. We were worried 
about interference from the outside world, but it was limited to 
a bicycle being thrown over the fence, and a group of policemen 
who insisted on taking a tour of the set to check out what the 
hype was all about.

The set of System Danmarc was divided into four main parts: 
the butcher district, the conservative district, the minority dis-
trict and the party district. 

The butcher district was the top of the sector. The metropoli-
tans ruled the sector from a roof terrace in the middle of the set 
with a view over the whole sector. Their henchmen were former 
meatpackers and butchers, who, after their plant was closed, 
had nowhere else to go. Due to old contacts the butchers were 
still able to serve decent food in their street restaurant. A char-
ismatic old coach had a boxing school in the district, hoping to 
offer another life to some of the young and talented people. 

The conservative district housed people refusing to acknowl-
edge that they were living in poverty. The Hansen family kept up 
a living by having a contact on the outside that provided them 
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with cigarettes, sold at steep prices in the sector. They kept up 
their façades, hoisted the Danish flag, hosted traditional fam-
ily suppers and so on. The Home Guard, a nationalist vigilante 
group, protected the area from the outside scum. 

The minority district consisted mostly of small groups made 
by the players themselves. These people tried to make a living 
despite the odds, by putting up enterprises such as a tattoo par-
lor and a restaurant. Several cyberpunk-style gangs inhabited 
the edges of the district. 

The party district was there partly to serve the needs of the 
inhabitants in getting their frustrations out, but was also ori-
ented towards the rich A-kids of the outside world going slum-
ming and throwing money around. The district featured sex 
shops, bars and a concert hall that was sometimes converted 
into a boxing ring. The district also hosted a sect, in which peo-
ple gathered around their love guru. 

There was also a group of hyperslummers without a district 
connection that lived on the streets and in makeshift shelters. 
This group wanted and got a hardcore experience: We invited 
former drug addicts to share their past experiences about liv-
ing on the street with them. During the game these players slept 
on the street or in makeshift sheds and were beaten and humili-
ated by other players. Some hyperslummers were even urinated 
on while sleeping.

In addition, The System, a kind of social security office, was 
located in a five-story building at one end of the container city. 
The general experience of going to the system (and you had to, 
if you couldn’t get money elsewhere) was of endless waiting for 
case management, group therapy and generally the feeling of 
being just another number for the well-meaning social workers.

Also, many practical arrangements were handled by a group 
of volunteer janitors who only had instrumental characters. 
Similarly, a non-player character police force served as a game 
master tool for solving issues during the game.

My System Danmarc was a future dystopia, based on my own 
potential. To die as the cat-lady in the hands of incompetent doc-
tors, with a few crying alcoholics outside the door is a shadowy 
path, that I fear. Her last thought was “at least it is almost like dying 
in a hospital”. (player, female, 23, post larp) 

Living in the Slums
The game kick-started in the middle of action, with stage-set-
ting scenes that the groups had prepared at the workshops. This 
was a very effective tool of getting the ball rolling and generating 
events right from the start. No other rehearsed scenes were used 
in the game. The starting scenes were very different for each 
group, and generally the play experience varied depending on 
which group a participant belonged to. While the White Punks 
where out partying and wreaking havoc, the Hansen family tried 
to uphold the clean façade despite their issues with domestic 
violence, psychological torture and even incest.

The main focus of the larp was on the interaction in and 
between the groups, but System Danmarc also included a 
lot of staged entertainment and events, such as police raids. 

Cyberpunk cool and dystopic aesthetics of garbage went hand in 
hand; the nurse is equipped with a riding crop.  
(Play, Michel Winckler-Krog)



Even though full-force boxing would be doable in a larp, the System Danmarc 
boxers had to pull their punches. (Play, Michel Winckler-Krog)
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During the larp almost all participants had to visit The System, 
a bureaucratic hellhole where the lucky could get their social 
security payments, but the most were sent around between 
offices for hours. It was also possible to volunteer for day labor 
and be driven by bus to a far away field where you would clear 
away rocks. The nightlife took the form of live concerts by bands 
and DJs, and events created spontaneously by the participants. 

During the larp a few groups of non-player guests from the 
press, the police, the fire department, and the government were 
brought in and shown around. Within the game, these groups 
were presented as Class A citizens and followed around by a 
large number of diegetic policemen. 

The larp ended on Sunday afternoon as all the participants 
were gathered by the police and directed into a big room, which 
had been used for concerts and fights the day before. The play-
ers were then shown a documentary where real Danish prosti-
tutes, drug addicts, homeless people, professors and bureaucrats 
talked about their thoughts on social inequality and preventing 
social exclusion. 

It is unavoidable that the weakest will be dissatisfied, because 
they feel inadequate. You can do whatever you want, but they 
know and you might as well make them recognize it. They are 
third rate citizens. They are Class C and they can never become 
Class B. We can make them more content by telling them in 
time that, if they work hard, they can become B. But you are C, 
you live in C, you’ve been in C, you have chosen C, you have been 
made C, your talent is C. You are a loser. (Non-diegetic interview 
with a business professor, post-larp movie)

The purpose of this ending was to show the participants, who 
in general had had a rather light experience of living in the slum 
that their experiences had parallels in the day-to-day reality of 
contemporary Copenhagen. 

I was ready to cry watching it. I wanted to help all these peo-
ple. Because my character was that way, only now the filter was 
gone, and it was me wanting to help. (player, male 26, post-larp 
evaluation)

Generally the ending was received very well and many par-
ticipants afterwards mentioned the film as a central part of the 

The people of C-Sector had containers for homes. (Play, Jakob Brasch)

❮  The punk band Narkodart started in System Danmarc, but went on playing after the larp. (Diegetic, Christoffer Lorang Dahl)

❮  System employees watching C-Sector from above. (Play, Michel Winckler-Krog)


